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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a series of two recent papers Andrews [2, 31 has discussed an 
introduction to Ramanujan’s “lost” notebook (as he has called it) and has 
discussed, in detail, certain groups of formulae found in that notebook. In the 
second of the two papers Andrews ’ has given several remarkable and 
ingeneous proofs for some of the Ramanujan’s tricky and mysterious iden- 
tities. He has also given in his paper the application of some of these iden- 
tities to partitions. The splendid work of Andrews has given a fresh impetus 
to research connected with unraveling the mysteries underlying Ramanujan’s 
work. 
One of the major results that Andrews has derived in [3] is given in his 
Theorem I (3.1) which he calls as the “key” result to proving many of 
Ramunajan’s identities for “partial” theta functions. In the concluding 
remarks of his paper Andrews [3] remarks that “it would be especially nice 
to place the fundamental Theorem I in an appropriate place in the literature 
of basic hypergeometric series identities. Such an achievement would 
undoubtedly lead to better explanation and further extension of partial theta 
functions.” 
The present paper is an answer to the above remark of Andrews and it is 
shown in Section 2 that Theorem I (3.1) of Andrews [3] can, in fact, be 
placed in a well-known basic hypergeometric setting which leads to further 
extensions of the same type. In Section 3 we give a “mild” extension of 
Andrew& theorem to general arguments. Proof of it relies on one of my 
recent papers [ 1 ] in which a method has been developed to give similar 
general identities. In Section 4 an interesting special case of the general 
theorem derived in Section 3 is given; which again is an identity of the type 
given by Andrews [3, Theorem I]. Finally, in Section 5 a new identity of the 
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type of Theorem I of Andrews (31 has been derived to show how a 
systematic study of this class of identities can be made. The identities and 
the possibilities indicated in this paper give a complete answer to the remark 
of Andrews in regard to his Theorem I, and because of the importance and 
applications of such identities in combinatory analysis 
would be very desirable to make a systematic study of all 
indicated in the following work. 
Products of the type 
1 + aqj)(l + a-‘qj) 
and partitions it 
such identities as 
which converge to the theta series 
r amPm-‘)‘2 i (l+a)n(l-4’) as n+co ,=‘a j=l 
have been called “partial theta series,” since the infinite products have been 
“truncated.” 
As usual, we shall use the notation 
(a),=(l-a)(l-aq)***(l-aq”-I), 
where (u)~ = 1, (41 < 1, and define a generalized basic hypergeometric series 
by 
and (a), stands for lim,,, (a), = nzEo (1 - as”). 
2.A HYPERGEOMETRIC PROOF OF ANDREWS'THEOREM I(3.1) 
Let us consider the following known three term relation between three 
,@,-series given by Sears [5, II(a)-(c), p. 1731, 
(e),(f>,(ef/abc), 3@2@, b, c; e,.t efabc) 
= (bla),‘(b),(e/a),(fla),(efbc), 3 @2WJP9 a; v/h @PC; s> 
+ (alb),‘(a>,(e/b),(flb),(ef/ac), 3 @2Wda~ b; @la, eflac; 4). 
(2-l) 
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Putting u = q, we have on simplification 
(1 - wl)(l - eflqbc) 
(1 - e/4(1 --f/q) 
3 Q2(4, 6, c; e,A @WC) 
= 3 @2(e/hfl~, 4; 4*/b, 4% 4) 
+ (1 - b/q)(elb),(flb),(q),(eflqc), * @ (e,q flq. eflqc. q)m (2 2) 
(eflbc),(e/q),df/q),(q/b), ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ 
Trensforming the *@I on the right of (2.2) by another known 
mation of Sears [5], namely 
(xL(e>,, @,(a, b; e; x> = (b),(ux), 2 @l(e/h x; ax; b), 
we finally get 
(1 - WN - eflqbc) m (b),(c), 
(1 - e/q)(l ---f/d Z. @Mf), Wqbc)” 
= g W%W), 
n=O (q2/Wefl~c)n q” + 
(e/b),(flb),(e),(l - W 
W7~c)m(e/q)m(ql~)m 
transfor- 
(2.2a) 
(2.3) 
Equation (2.3) is precisely Theorem I (3.1) of Andrews [3] with obvious 
changes in variables. Thus, the fundamental Theorem I of Andrews [3] does 
belong to the well-known class of basic hypergeometric identities studied in 
gnat detail by Sears [5]. The form (2.2) clearly indicates the “great 
symmetry” of parameters in it, with respect to e andf; a fact which Andrews 
utilizes towards the end of his paper in proving Theorem 6. 
3. A “MILD” EXTENSION OF (2.3) 
In this section we shall derive an extension of (2.3) in which the left-hand 
series has a general argument c and is not dependent on the paremeters 
occurring in this series. We are encouraged to do so through one of our 
recent results [Agarwal, 1; (4.5)] in which we have obtained a reasonably 
simple expression for 22 ((a),/(P),) t”. 
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In fact, we prove that 
(3.1) 
For f = q it gives the result (3.1) of Andrews [3] after slightly 
manipulating the last double series on the right side of (3.1). 
For 6 = y, it gives the result (4.5) of Agarwal [l] which generalizes the 
results of Varma [7] and Andrews et al. [4]. 
To prove (3.1), we have 
(using Agarwal [ 1; (4.5)]); 
(3.2) 
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The second term on the right of (3.2) can be written as 
x (qy/W[2@,(4, q/t; d/at; 4/a) - 11 
which completes the proof of (3.1). 
We have called it only a “mild” extension because it does not directly 
yield Andrew’s result [3; (3.1)], nevertheless, it does give the class of these 
results in a general hypergeometric setting, so that one could get more useful 
and less complicated results than (3.1) itself, for values of t other than q. We 
give below the case t = q2 in detail. 
4. THE CASE t = q2 OF (3.1) 
The particular case t = q2 of (3.1) assumes a reasonably simple form and 
may be useful in deduction of new partition identities, hence we mention it 
here in detail. 
Putting t = q2 in (3.1), we have that the first two terms combine and we 
get 
x (1 - qP+“+’ 
)Gnm” 1. 
607/53/3-3 
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The second term in (4.1) can be further transformed by using Heine’s 
fundamental transformation 
In fact, the second term is 
cc Yv/Y) m @?plY)m 
kc1 -q’p) [p:o (q)p+lP mso (aqP+2/p)m+l (1-q 02 
“‘““)(sY/w ] 
emx 
==$= (l- q’p) L (qy//% pzll (q)p+l me0 (4*Y/P)m 
m  YYmp F Waq)m (qpt2a/p)m 
co 
O” (Yq)pwY), .q wa>m 
(1 -km pTo (q)p+1 mizo (43Y/a?l 
(aq’+ ‘/W] 
(by using (4.2) to transform the two m-series) 
O” (WI, 
= g (l- q’p) [ (1 - slP$ - sr/P> y z, (&/iQ co 
m  p+l 
X (aq//?)m q (” ) ’ 
pi0 G7)ptl G ptl ( i 
O” W& 
- (1 - 6/yq& 4*Ym Y4 zo (43Y/mm 
X (as/p)” f (s/yq)p~~~ 
1tm PiI 
) 
p=o P+l 
1. 
Summing the inner p-series by , @,(a; t) = (at),/(t),, we get, after 
simplification, that it equals 
(1 -q/P> O” 
[ 
We7My)m orq m 
Y(1 - WY4) mi, (SY/P>, t ,m- 1 ( 1 P 
+ F WaMY),+ 1 aq m - 20 (q*Y/& + 1 (al ( )1 P 
_ (l-q/P) (YL m ~~/aq)m (aq,p)m 
Y(1 - WV?) (oa [ mso WP)m + 1
+ F (6’a)m (aq/jl)’ 1. 
mfo (42Y/P)m + 1 
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Thus, one gets, finally, 
4Q - 17) (Y)m 
1 
WY7 cl* ; w/P 
= Phi//-J)* (4, 
1 -dP+qP~ *@1 
I L d/8 1 
(1 - 4/P) + YU - w?) [ m=o t4mm+1G9m-1 taq’P)m F Wq)mtY)m 
+ F t6/a)m(Y)m+l aq m ( 11 me0 (q*Y/P)m+ lt4m P
_ t1 -4/P) @)a2 m I Ytl - 6/Yq) (403 m=O c, (6/aq)m (aqjp)m W/P)m+l 
+ mto tqif$;m 
m+l 
(w/P)” J. (4.3) 
In (4.3) one could further transform the m-series in the second term by 
means of Sears known transformations between two 3@2’s, e.g., see Sears [5; 
p. 174, Eq. (10.1)) to get variants of (4.3). 
For 6 = y or a = 6 we get expressions which are equivalent to Agarwal’s 
known result [ 1; (4.7)]. Equation (4.3) indicates the possibility of getting 
identities of the type given in Theorem I of Andrews [3] for arguments other 
than q, also. 
5. A NEW IDENTITY OF THE TYPE OF THEOREM I OF ANDREWS [3] 
In this section we derive a four term identity similar to the one given by 
Andrews to show how Sears [5] known three and four term relations 
between 3 Q2’s can be systematically exploited to give an entire series of new 
identities which have the potential of being useful in combinatory analysis 
and theory of partitions. 
Let us start with the Sears [5, IV(b), p. 1731 four term relation between 
one Qm and three CD,, series, namely, 
te)codf),teflabc),te/c),tqc/e), 3 a2 [ ” ” z,,“““‘] 
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x a q/b, qa/eJP; q 
3 2 
d/k qalb I 
+ idem(a; b) 
+ (e>,(s/e>,(fla),(flb),(flc),(efabc),(qac~lf),(qbclf),(e/c), 
(flac>,(saclf),(flbc),(qbclf), 
x Q v/f, c, qabclefi q 
3 2 
w!! @c/f I * 
(5.1) 
Putting c = q in (5. l), we have 
3@2 
q, a, b; &/gab 
e,f I 
= (eflbq>,(q’b/ef>,(e/a),o,(b),(q), 
(efabq),(e),(b/a),(qb/f),(f),(q2/e), 2 @1’q’b’ qa’e’ qa’b’ ” 
+ idem(a; b) 
(q/e),(fla>,(flb),(f/q), 
’ (q2/e),(flaq),(flbq),(f), 3 @’ 
4, q2/! q2ableA q 
I q2a/!q2b/f . (5.2) 
If we transform the 2@1’s in (5.2) by (2.2a), we get the desired identity, 
namely, 
* W,(b), 
nTo (e),(f ), (efqab)” 
(1 - s/W --f/4) m (q2/fMq2Wefh 
= (1 -f/aq)(l -f/bq) % (q2alf),(q2blS), “’ 
+ (eflbq),(q2blef),(e/a),(fla),(b),(q/b),(aq2/e), 
(eflabq),(b/a),(qa/b>,(e),(qb/f),(f ),(q2/e), 
(q/b)” + idem(a; b). (5.3) 
Equation (5.3) is symmetrical with respect to the numerator parameters a 
and b, in contrast to (2.3) which was symmetrical in e and f, the 
denominator parameter. It further makes it obvious that a variety of such 
results can be systematically obtained from Sears’s results. One could 
transform the left-hand series in (5.3) by Sears’s known transformation 
between two 3 Q2’s to obtain variants of (5.3). 
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6. SOME IDENTITIES ON “PARTIAL" THETA FUNCTIONS 
One could obtain identities involving “partial” theta functions as special 
cases of (5.3). In this section we give a few of them which are obtained 
directly from (5.3) without “intermixing” other known results. 
Let us tirst rewrite (5.3) by writing A = q’/f, B = q’ab/eS, C = q*a/f, 
D = q*b/’ It becomes, on simplification, 
cm (A)“(B)” 
“ZO tcMD)” q” 
( 1 - q/C)t 1 - q/D) 
= (1 - qAB/CD)(l -q/A) n=O (CD/AB),(q*/A), tq’B)” 
g (CPMDIA), 
+ )x tCq/~B)wt~BIC)w(D/B),(q/C),(DIA)wtq~/D)w(q*B/D)w 
1 D tq/B),tD/C)wtqC/D)w(CD/AB),(D),(qIA)w(q~B/CD)w 
x T (CIA), 
n:o (q2m% 
(qA/D)” + idem(C; D) 
Letting A -+ 0 in (6.1), we have 
m Wnq” q (q/%,P/B)&*W’), nio (C),(D), = 5 tq/B)w(D/C)w(qC/D)wto), * 4 (WMn+ 1) ’ nio tq*B/D),, (C/D)” + idem(C; 0). 
Writing D = qC- ‘, we get the “partial” theta function identity, after 
replacing C by Cq 
co W, 4” 
zo W,(SW” = c 
(V%tdWwtC%zz 
ts/B),t~IC2)wtqC2)w(4c-‘)w 
* 9 xc 
(l/*)n(n+ l)C*n 
n=o (@CL, 
1 tCL,(WJ%tqB/C>w 
+ c (s/B),tC’>w(q/C’)wtC4), 
m9 xc 
(l/*)n(n+l)C-*n 
W/C), ’ n=O (6.2) 
One could take B = -A in (6.1) and then put Cq for C and D = -q/C, to 
get another similar “partial” theta function identity but with the numerator 
parameter product on q*-base. 
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7. CONCLUSION 
The results of this paper indicate the possibility of making a systematic 
study of all three and four term relations of Sears to get a variety of iden- 
tities of the type (2.3). Some of them may even give summation formulae 
similar to Theorem 6 of Andrews [3]. Because of the applications of these 
identities in partitions it is expected that such a study would be very fruitful. 
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